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Project Profile:

Curtin Creek Enhancement Area

INSIDE:
Inside: Fall Conference Review I Emerging Professionals I Measured Mile Claims

2601 Fourth Avenue, Suite 800
Seattle, WA 98121-1280

Our patented process eliminates liability of trip hazards caused by uneven sidewalks without
the high cost of replacement. Let us show you how you can make your sidewalks completely
ADA compliant. Residents will be pleased with the direct improvement in their community
and customers save 80-90% on average compared to replacement costs.
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PRESIDENt’S MESSAGE

Benefits of Membership

Pete Capell
2013 Chapter President

This is my
first president’s
message,
as I was installed as president on August
28, 2012, at the International Public
Works Congress & Exposition in Anaheim,
California. I have big shoes to fill, as Jill
Marilley served us well as our president in
2011 and for much of 2012.
If you were unable to attend the Fall
Conference in Spokane, let me introduce
myself. I am the Public Works Director
for Clark County, with my office in
Vancouver, Washington. More importantly,
I am husband to Kris for the past 34
years, have three wonderful grown kids,
a daughter-in-law, a son-in-law, two
grandsons (four and six), and one more
grandchild on the way.
I have been active in APWA since 1990.
When I joined, I had little interest in being
an officer, as I had too many obligations
at work and other commitments outside
of work. In fact, I declined to run for an
officer position for several years, until
some of my other obligations were out of
the way. My primary interest in APWA was
to attend the conferences, which always
have been excellent, and to network with
my peers.
I always have believed that the
benefit you receive from belonging to
a group or organization is proportional
to the effort you put into the group or
organization. Since I was enjoying my
membership in APWA, I became more
engaged, gave presentations and hosted
conferences. As a result, I have built many
good friendships, benefited from great
experiences, and thoroughly enjoyed the
time I spent with the chapter.
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APWA has provided me with
inspiration in my professional life. In
2010, I traveled to Boston for the APWA
Congress and heard Ian Hill speak.
Ian had so much energy and passion
about making organizations better
that I attended his technical sessions
at the conference. He made such an
impression that we asked him to be a
keynote speaker at our chapter’s Spring
Conference in Vancouver in 2011.
Clark County Public Works also had all
of its employees participate in Ian’s online
training program, Leadership in Changing
Times. This transformative training showed
how all employees, from maintenance
workers to division managers, can be
leaders at some level and spearhead
needed change and improvement.
I have appreciated the opportunity to
visit with Ian periodically and get his ideas
and feedback. At the 2011 Congress in
Denver, he provided examples of some of
the great things that were happening in
Washington and talked about the public
works departments in Clark and Pierce
counties.

APWA also have provided a conduit
for forming lasting friendships, specifically
with several people from Pierce County.
Clark and Pierce counties are both large
urban counties west of the Cascades.
(OK, so Pierce County is a little bigger,
with 375,000 more residents than Clark
County.) Our two departments have many
similar programs. Over the years, I have
gotten to know many of its staff members,
including Ramiro Chavez, Toby Rickman,
Sandra Pedigo-Marshall, Brian Stacy and
Brian Ziegler. I consider them excellent
peers and valued friends.
Although we have learned a lot from
each other professionally, we also have
had our share of fun at APWA events and
outside of APWA. I bumped into Brian
Stacy at a Mariners spring training game
in Peoria, Arizona. I hope to go fishing with
Toby Rickman soon.
These are just a couple examples of
how I have grown, both professionally and
personally, through APWA. I encourage
you to get involved. You will learn new
things, develop lifelong friendships and get
greater value out of your membership.

“I always have believed that the benefit
you receive from belonging to a group or
organization is proportional to the effort you
put into the group or organization.”
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“One of the greatest
benefits from APWA is the
education and training opportunities.
Please take the time to look at the Members
Library on APWA’s national website.”

David Evans and Associates, Inc.
provides solutions to meet today’s needs
while accomodating tomorrow’s growth.
Discover with us. Together we can build
a more sustainable world.
Find out more about us at www.deainc.com, or follow
us on Linked In, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.

Offices
Bellevue
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Our chapter is strong and robust
because of past leadership. We
continue to implement a strategic plan,
which was adopted during Jay Burney’s
term. We are financially sound, thanks
to the work of numerous boards and
presidents during the past 10 years.
I have two major goals over the
next year, in addition to carrying on the
tradition of our past leadership:
Better engage and provide benefit
to all of our chapter’s 1,388 members.
We had approximately 350 attendees
at the Spokane conference; so 1,000
members did not take part in the
training, networking and fun. I want to
make sure you all receive maximum
benefit from your membership.
Strengthen the work of the committees. We have numerous committees
that are active and balanced, but we
also have committees that are inactive
or most of the work is done by one or
two people.
These two goals are not mutually
exclusive. Some members may not be
able to attend conferences, but they
can receive training, network with other
public works professionals and have
fun by being engaged in committees.
We have three new committees:
Diversity, Emerging Leaders, and Fleet.
Please consider joining one of the new
or existing committees. You can find
information on the chapter website.
One of the greatest benefits from
APWA is the education and training
opportunities. Please take the time to
look at the Members Library on APWA’s
national website. You can find articles,
technical presentations and keynote
addresses from National Congress on a
variety of subjects. Clark County Public
Works has used the Members Library
for internal training and to see how other
organizations address similar challenges.
I encourage you to take advantage
of all of the benefits your membership
provides. If you have suggestions
on how we can better serve you as
member, please let me know.
In closing, I want to congratulate
Jill Marilley for being elected to serve
us on the national board and thank
her for serving as a fun and dedicated
president for one year and eight
months. She did a great job and now
will serve us well at the national level.
Best wishes Jill.
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Association News

Transitions
Otak, Inc. has promoted the following
people to associate status: Mark Shelby,
PLA, ASLA; Windi Shapley, PE; Jack
Seeds, PLS; Keith Buisman, PE; Ian Fabik,
PE; Sadie Reiter; Will Lawrence, PLS;
Alejandra Gonzales, PQP-PVRS, PBRS;
Niko Vujevic.
Otak, Inc. announced the elevation of
the following to senior associate status:
Lori McFarland, PE; Kevin O’Brien, PhD;
Lamoine Eiler, AIA, LEED AP ND; Anthony
Gallacher.

JR Goodman has joined Otak as an
engineering designer. He will be working
out of the firm’s Kirkland, Washington
office.
Nico Vanderhorst, PE, has been elected
to Otak Inc.’s board of directors.
Mark Swartz, RLA, ASLA, CLARB,
has joined Otak as a Senior Landscape
Architect and Planner working out of the
firm’s office in Tempe, Arizona.

Neil Schaner and Kaela Mansfield have
joined Otak as water resource analysts.
They will be working out of the firm’s
Kirkland, Washington office.

Send us
your employee news!
Submissions to Transitions can be
sent to Cheryl Parisien, Managing Editor,
at cheryl@kelman.ca.

H&LP Director’s Award
The Valleyway Pedestrian Access
Improvement provides a safe route for
pedestrian users of all ages who walk this
section of road to school, or to access
the existing Liberty Lake pathway system.
The project is particularly useful for

residents and school aged children living
in the Ridgeview Estates Neighborhood of
Liberty Lake. Prior to construction of this
project, a pedestrian’s only choice was to
walk along the edge of a narrow, steep,
tightly curved, stretch of road. A new,

elevated sidewalk was constructed on
top of a reinforced earth wall to provide
a safe route for pedestrians to travel
the corridor. The sidewalk is along the
inside of the mid-project curve to further
promote safe travel.

City family receives award for doing good. City of Liberty Lake Engineer, Andrew Staples, with Mayor Steve Petersen receive the Highways & Local Programs
Best Special Project Award for the Valleyway Pedestrian Access Improvement at the Fall APWA Conference, Davenport Hotel in Spokane. Presenting the
award was Kathleen Davis, Highways & Local Programs Director, joined by Keith Martin, Eastern Region Local Programs Engineer, and Megan Hall, FHWA
Local Programs/Research & T2 Engineer.

Interested in Presenting at the 2013 NW FOG Forum?
The American Public Works Association’s
Washington Chapter PREFOG Committee
is proud to sponsor the 2013 Northwest
Fats Oils and Grease Forum (NW FOG
Forum)
June 12, 2013 at the Greater Tacoma
Convention and Trade Center in
Tacoma, WA.
The goal of the Forum is to raise
awareness, educate, and promote
collaboration to Fight FOG™.
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The PREFOG Committee is now accepting abstract submissions for presentations on FOG program management,
grease removal devices, restaurant/
regulator relations, collections/treatment
plants, and industry trends and emerging
technology.
If you are interested in presenting at
the 2013 NW FOG Forum, please go to
http://www.apwa-wa.org/committee.
aspx?id=22. Review the call for abstracts

and submit your presentation via the
online submission form by December 31,
2012.
Please contact Heidi Hiatt at hhiatt@
kirkland.gov or 425-587-3912 with
inquiries regarding presentations.
Vendor opportunities and registration
will be available soon! Please contact
Stephanie Seivert at sseivert@
cityoftacoma.org or 253-502-2246 with
general inquiries.

Winter 2012
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New & Returning Members August through October, 2012
Brenda Bauer, Div. Dir. Road Services Div.,
King County Department of Transportation

Peter Benedict Cunningham, PE, Project Engineer,
BHC Consultants

Richard J. Blair, PE, Construction Manager,
Department of Defense - Navy

Rebecca Darden, Project Manager, Port of Anacortes

Andrew Braeger, Confidential Secretary, King County
Department of Transportation

Morgan Gordon, Supervisor, Pierce County

Eddy T. Chu, Public Works Director, Muckleshoot Indian Tribe

Kerry Hibdon, Parks Manager, Thurston County Public Works

Allen L. De Steiguer, PE, Engineer Project Manager, Jacobs

Kevin J. Hushagen, Interim PW Director, City of Stanwood

Cory N. Hert, PE, Associate Engineer City of Everett

Dan Mack, Mechanic M III, Benton County WA

Ian Jablonski, Public Works/Water Resources Mgr.,
City of Port Townsend
Debbie Llynn Maroon, Project Manager, AECOM
Cynthia Ann McClelland, Admin Program Manager,
Pierce County Public Works & Utilities
Tim G. Miller, City Traffic Engineer, City of Everett
John L. Nottingham, Principal Engineer, City of Everett
Gina Parenteau, Transportation Design Sr. Project Manager,
Perteet Inc.
Kenneth W. Paul, County Surveyor, Clark County WA-Public Works
Kenneth A. Price, Superintendent, Clark County Public Works
Euneka N. Richards, PE, Associate Engineer, City of Everett
Jenny Saltonstall, Assoc. Geologist/Hydrogeologist,
Associated Earth Sciences Inc.
David B. Schmidt, Heavy Equipment Supervisor,
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe
Dean A. Shadix, Engineering Services Mgr,
Clark County WA-Public Works
Anna M. Bremmer, LEED AP, Value Analysis Consultant (CVS),
Bremmer Consulting LLC
Larry P. Butner, Supervisor, Pierce County Utilities
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Bret Fisher, Maintenance Supervisor,
Pierce County Public Works Utilities
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Nathan Mozer, Senior Project Manager, KPG Inc.
Kyle Jean Potuzak, Design Engineer, David Evans and Associates
Bill Quesnell, Energy Specialist, Pacific Lighting Systems
Rocky D. Franz, Project Manager, TETRA TECH
Gunnar Fridriksson, Managing Engineer, City of Bremerton
Stephen B. Hansen, Real Property Services Manager,
Clark County WA-Public Works
Amy J. Haugerud, PE, Partner, RoseWater Advisors LLC
Laura E. Henry Slye, Right-of-Way Agent,
Clark County WA-Public Works
Jeffrey Dean Knutzen, Vice President, Barrier Systems LLC
Brian M. Loos, Safety & Asset Mgmt. Coordinator,
Clark County WA-Public Works
David Kent McMullen, PE, Principal, KPFF Consulting Engineers
Sandra Place, Equipment Purchasing Coordinator,
City of Oak Harbor
Chuck J. Purnell, Deputy Transportation Department
Manager, TETRA TECH
Jean L. Singer, Project Manager, Clark County WA-Public Works
Scott Tomlinson, Area Manager Associate,
Vanir Construction Management, Inc.
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Chapter Election Results
Officers for 2013 are:
President: Pete Capell, PE, Director of Public Works, Clark County
Vice-President: Toby Rickman, PE, Deputy Director of Public
Works, Pierce County
Secretary: Michael D. Clark, PE, Vice President,
David Evans and Associates, Inc.
Treasurer: Kirk Holmes, Kittitas County Public Works Director

2013-2014 Directors
Letticia M. Neal, PE, Public Works Director, City of Milton
Michael Roy, Operations Manager, City of Snoqualmie
Eric Smith, PE, Engineering Manager, Erlandsen & Associates, Inc.
Crystal Donner, PE, President/CEO, Perteet

Calendar of Events
Board Meetings
(Contact Pete Capell at 360-397-6118 ext. 4071
or peter.capell@clark.wa.gov)
December 7, 2012
Bear Creek Country Club, Woodinville, 9:00 a.m.
January 4, 2013
City Hall, Issaquah, 9:00 a.m.
March 13, 2013
Vancouver Hilton, 7:00 a.m.
June 7, 2013
Location TBD, 9:00 a.m.
October 2, 2013
Three Rivers Convention Center in Kennewick, 7:00 a.m.
December 6, 2013
Bear Creek Country Club, Woodinville, 11:30 a.m.
Area Meeting West
Call Courtney McFadden 425-739-4211
December 7, 2012
Bear Creek Country Club, Woodinville, 11:30 a.m.
December 6, 2013
Bear Creek Country Club, Woodinville, 9 a.m.
Area Meeting East
Call Kirk Holmes 509-962-7523
June 7, 2013
Location TBD, 11:30 a.m.
National Public Works Week
May 19-25, 2013
Public Works Week Luncheon
Call Courtney McFadden 425-739-4211
May 21, 2012
Bellevue Hilton, 11:30 a.m.
Annual APWA Ski Day
February 8, 2013
Crystal Mountain Resort at 8:30 a.m.
Call Mike Roberts 425-455-9720 or mroberts@kbacm.com
Annual APWA/AGC Golf Tournament
August 9, 2013
1:00 p.m. shotgun start Avalon Golf Links, Burlington, WA
Contact: Bill Holladay at 425-869-9448
or bholladay@rothhill.com
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Public Works Institute
Call John Ostrowski 360-573-7594 or ostrowj@pacifier.com
Training Events
http://www.apwa-wa.org/training/chapter.htm
MPAC, CM and CASC
APWA Congress
The Best Show in Public Works http://www.apwa.net/
August 25-28, 2013
McCormick Place, Chicago, IL
August 17-20, 2014
Canada Metro Toronto Convention
August 30-September 2
Phoenix Convention Center, Phoenix, AZ
Chapter Conferences:
Spring Conference 2013
March 12-15 Vancouver Hilton
Contact Wendy Leinan at 509-961-3793, wleinan@gmail.com
Fall Conference 2013
October 1-4 Three Rivers Convention Center in Kennewick
Contact Wendy Leinan at 509-961-3793, wleinan@gmail.com
Spring Conference 2014
April 15-18, 2014 Tacoma Convention Center
Contact Dick McKinley at 253-591-5525,
dmckinley@ci.tacoma.wa.us
Fall Conference 2014
October 7-10, 2014 Wenatchee Convention Center
Contact Ruta Jones at 509-888-3202
RJones@CityofWenatchee.com

For all Chapter Conferences, please
contact the following for the specialty areas:
Being a sponsor?
Contact: Roberta Johnson
Contact: Jeffrey Lykken
jeffrey.lykken@tetratech.com or roberta.johnson@tetratech.com
at Tetra Tech.
Being an exhibitor?
Contact: Kelly Robinson
kelly.robinson@abam.com at BergerABAM
Being a speaker?
Contact: Mike Clark
253-922-9780
mdc@deainc.com 		

Contact: Jon Davies
206-505-3400
or Jon.Davies@bhcconsultants.com
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APWA Fall Conference

October 9-12, 2012 – Davenport Hotel, Spokane

Recap

Recipe for a Great
APWA Conference
Spokane 2012

Take a big dollop of valuable technical sessions, gobs of great networking opportunities, 80
exhibitor booths, a really cool keynote speaker, several Rocky Mountain Chapter guests, and
mix them together in a deluxe five-star historic hotel in downtown Spokane. Then add in several
tons of outdoor equipment displays, a Roadeo, a fun run/walk, first-timer activities, and two
great preconference workshops. Simmer for three days and then add a fantastic banquet and
entertainment, and the result is the incredible 2012 Fall APWA Conference at the Davenport
Hotel in Spokane October 9-12 2012.
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Grease
Summit
2012

– Preconference
Workshop

Gr ease is
t he Wor d

We’re not talking about Greece the
country, or even Grease the movie.
We’re talking about fats, oils and grease,
or FOG, that punishes our sewer systems,
blocks lines, fouls up pumping stations,
and causes overflows into storm drains
and public streets. Cities and municipalities
are fighting an ever-bigger battle against
this silent demon. While it is not a hot
sexy election platform it is, nevertheless, a
critical challenge that city operators have
to meet with ever-dwindling resources.
Numerous technologies and innovations
present themselves, some that work, some
that don’t, and some that have negative
impacts that are detrimental to city waste
water management operations. The
Grease Summit was a forum for attendees
to learn about the basic science behind
FOG and effective FOG pretreatment, an
understanding of existing technologies,
bio-remediation for pretreatment, and more.

Serving Public Works Clients Since 1985
How can JBR support your projects?

www.jbrenv.com

Washington - Oregon - Idaho - Montana - Nevada - Arizona - Utah - Colorado

• Environmental Due Diligence & Audits
• Contaminated Site Investigation,
Remediation, & Closure
Hydrogeology & Groundwater
Stormwater/Surface Water
Above/Underground Storage Tanks
NEPA/SEPA Expanded Checklists
Comprehensive & Land Use Planning
Public Outreach & Involvement
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Contact us: Rebekah Brooks, Northwest Division Manager, [p] 425.977.4994 [e] rbrooks@jbrenv.com

Winter 2012
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Recap

Construction Bonding Summit
– Preconference Workshop
Construction bonds (bid bonds,
performance bonds, and payment bonds
are required for almost all public works
construction projects in Washington State.
Local agencies must have bid bonds before
they can accept a bid, and must have
performance bonds and payment bonds

executed by a licensed surety in their files
before they can execute a contract. And
that is the extent that most agencies know
or care about bonds – until a contractor has
financial difficulties and may not be able to
complete the contract. Unfortunately, there
have been more contractors in distress in

these tough economic times and public
agencies have learned more about the
surety industry than, perhaps, they wanted
to know. The Construction Bonding Summit
provided training on the statutory framework
for public works bonds and introduced
attendees to the surety bond industry.

Keynote speaker
James W. Kennedy served as the deputy director
of Marshall’s Science and Engineering Directorate
and was later named director of the center’s
Engineering Directorate. In 2001, he was selected
to serve as deputy director of the Marshall Space
Flight Center, and two years later, he was named
the deputy director of the Kennedy Space Center.
In 2003, he became the eighth director of the
Kennedy Space Center.
Mr. Kennedy used his own personal experiences
and those of his many associates, including
astronauts and – well – rocket scientists, to encourage us brick and mortar folks to
realize that we can indeed soar in our public works professions. What set James –
and his vivacious wife Bernadette – apart from other keynote speakers over the years
is that they stayed for the entire conference, becoming honorary chapter members,
encouraging all the folks who had a chance to meet them, and forging new friendships
right and left. In fact, they even attended the Friday business meeting!
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Banquet entertainment
Joshua Seth captivated the Thursday banquet crowd with his Beyond Belief: An Intimate Evening of Psychological Illusion show which
combined thought reading, magic, and some good old fashioned showmanship to create an atmosphere of mystery and laughter for all.

The Davenport
In many ways, the Davenport Hotel itself
both complements and steals the thunder
from conference activities. The Davenport
Hotel has been world famous since it
opened in September of 1914. It was the
first hotel with air conditioning, a central
vacuum system, housekeeping carts
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(designed by Louis Davenport himself),
accordion ballroom doors, and Crab Louis
(named for Louis Davenport). Gilded with
gold, sparked by crystal, and illuminated
throughout with “electroliers,” it was as
grand as the finest ocean liners of the day.
Today’s Davenport Hotel stands as

a perfect blend of old and new. The old
lobby fireplace burns again year-round as a
symbol of hospitality. A new digital network
invisibly ties every room of the hotel to the
Internet. Spokane’s finest restaurant, spa,
candy shop, and book store all reside under
the same roof as Spokane’s finest hotel.

Winter 2012
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October 9-12, 2012 – Davenport Hotel, Spokane

Recap

Golf Tournament
The APWA Fall Conference Golf Tournament was held in Spokane at the city-owned course,
The Creek at Qualchan. The tournament had 74 golfers on a beautiful sunny day.
The winning team was: Keith Martin,
Tim Shell, Jeff Wagner, David Talcott
who shot a 61.
Three teams tied for second with a
score of 63.
The last-place team (who won a great
prize) included: Sesslye Asato, Nandez
Miller, Richard Hutchinson.
Mike Walton received the lowest score,
with an 80.
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ROADEO

A highlight of the Fall Conference is the Equipment ROADEO, which began again in 2011, after
a hiatus of some 10 years. Twenty-four equipment operators from 14 agencies participated
this year, a huge jump from last year’s event. This year’s ROADEO included two events
– the snowplow course and a loader course. Plans are afoot to add a third event next year.
The truck and loader course layouts
depend on the sites and area
available. Each course is timed and
can include up to eight obstacles, with
obstacles placed in any configuration and/
or order – just to keep contestants offbalance from year to year. Each obstacle
has penalty points ranging from five
seconds to 15 seconds for hit obstacles,
as well as one-second-per-inch penalties
when placement obstacles are required.
One event is a truck course in which the
driver maneuvers a truck with a snowplow
and sander attached through a series of
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cones, barrels and other obstacles. One
of the obstacles requires backing up
through two rows of paper cups filled
with water. Woe to the driver who wipes
out a whole row! The other is a loader
event which involves picking up an item,
negotiating through an obstacle course
without striking any of the obstacles and
returning the item to its original place,
without dropping it. This is a timed event
as well. Any contestant not wearing a
seat belt, not sounding the horn while
backing up or abusing the equipment is
instantly disqualified.

The ROADEO is important for several
reasons, in addition to being a lot of fun to
watch. First, it gives front-line workers an
opportunity to showcase their skills and
attendance at the conferences is a way of
thanking them for their hard work throughout
the year. They also have an opportunity
to meet other people in their chosen field
and develop friendships and networks.
Contestants are encouraged to attend
technical sessions as well. Attendance at
the conferences also helps bridge the gap
between them and the “suits,” those in
management and engineering.

Winter 2012
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ROADEO Committee
Glenn Akramoff, City of Covington
Brian Smith, City of Newcastle
Don Bitterman, City of Wenatchee
Dan Wesley, City of Covington

Patrick Zellner, City of Renton
Sean Clark, City of Seatac
Ken Price, Clark County
Laura Lane, RoadWise

Kevin Korpi, Lewis County
Kevin Halbert, City of Snoqualmie
Morgan Gordon, Pierce County
Jack Weber, City of Kennewick

Thanks to these ROADEO Sponsors
Arrow Construction
Barriers Northwest, LLC
Clyde West
Enviro Tech Services (asphalt repair)
Fab Shop
HWY Spec

Equipment Roadeo
Time penalty Rules
1. Cones = 5 seconds
2. Candlesticks = 10 seconds
3. Barrels = 10 seconds
4. Culvert Dropped = (Disqualified)
5. Barricade Knocked Down=D N F
(Disqualified)
6. Loading Dock Barricade = Six inches,
anything over six inches is a fivesecond addition for every inch.

Start Order Name

SeaTac Lighting & Controls, LLC
Traffic Safety Supply Co. Inc.
Valley Freightliner
Washington Auto Carriage
Western State Equipment
Wilson Fleet Services
Representing

Loader Time Truck Time Over All

23

Mike Beem

Chelan, County

4.09

4.51

9.00

13

James Frost

Wenatchee, City

4.08

5.43

9.48

8

Kip Braaten

Renton, City

5.17

5.13

10.30

5

John May Dimond

Renton, City

5.35

5.40

11.15

3

Ken Schwantz

Clark, County

5.51

5.39

11.30

15

Aaron Hendrickson

Clark, County

6.26

5.24

11.50

6

Nick Eiseland

Clark, County

5.28

6.25

11.53

23

Paul Hodel

Lewis, County

5.15

6.47

12.02

7

Aaron Norquist

Thurston, County

5.56

6.09

12.05

1

John May

Clark, County

6.39

5.51

12.30
12.33

20

Ryan Rosen

Sea Tac, City

7.39

4.54

17

Matt Mohney

Lewis, County

4.08

9.22

13.29

8. Plow must be down, brakes must be
set, horn must sound to stop time!

22

Desmond Weaver

Maple Valley, City

5.3

8.10

13.40

18

Kevin Halbert

Snoqualmie, City

8.16

5.52

14.04

9. DNF = Did Not Finish

12

Tom George

Sea Tac, City

6.41

7.26

14.07

10. Dropping Plow During Competition
= 10 seconds.

11

Justin Bushnell

Lewis, County

7.04

7.04

14.08

mia

Jay Wheeler

Whatcom, County

8.37

6.47

15.24

7. Seatbelts must be worn = D N F
(Disqualified)

11. Changing Direction with Plow During
Competition = 10 seconds
12. Any contact with cones, candlesticks,
barricades will result in a penalty.
13. ALL JUDGES’ DECISIONS ARE FINAL!
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Lakeside Industries
MC Electric Vehicles
North American Salt
NW Enviro-Tech
Pape Material Handling
Roadwise, Inc.
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mia

Danny Gravelle

Maple Valley, City

8.50

17.32

Douglas Denison

Spokane, City

10.6

8.42

9.13

19.19
19.33

4

Lance Bunker

Thurston, County

11.29

8.04

16

Bill Fealy

Covington, City

11.18

8.51

20.09

10

James Frost Endersby

Whatcom, County

11.15

9.36

20.51

9

Dave Pearson

Chelan, County

DQ

6.42

DQ
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Aaron Wiseman

Sea Tac, City

DQ

8.25

DQ
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APWA Fall Conference

October 9-12, 2012 – Davenport Hotel, Spokane

Recap

Roadeo Course Description
1. Truck course is set depending on area
available, all seven obstacles in any
configuration.
2. Start, blade down, engine off, brakes
set, start engine, raise and adjust plow,
seatbelt (if seatbelt is not used it is a
DQ). Plow cannot be readjusted after
time has started. Time starts when
wheels move forward into course.
3. Moving through the outside turn you
will try to knock down the three inside
cones while leaving the two end cones
standing.
4. Moving through the offset alley you will
try to travel through the offset without
contacting the candlesticks.
5. Moving through the diminished
clearance you will try to travel through
without hitting any of the cones.

SAVEATE!

THE D

6. Moving through the serpentine
course you will try to drive through
the course without hitting any of
the barrels if a barrel is moved from
or carried away from its marked
site the driver will need to stop
and reposition the barrel before
continuing. At the end of the last
barrel the driver will then attempt to
back through the course again trying
not to contact the barrels (there is a
certain direction to move through the
course in order to be set up for the
next part of the course). DRIVERS
PLAN. Remember your seatbelt.
7. Driving forward to the next course,
you pass the backing course and
setup to back through two rows
of Dixie cups filled with water.
The object is to pass through the
course with the duels of your truck
without hitting the cups.

8. While backing away from the straightline
course you will try to back into the
loading dock, you will attempt to position
your truck as close to the barricade as
possible without hitting the barricade.
When you are as close as possible you
will stop and sound your horn, allowing
a judge to measure the distance from
the rear of you truck to the barricade.
Once the judge gives you the signal
to go ahead you will proceed (IF THE
BARRICADE IS CONTACTED IT IS A DQ).
9. You will then move forward to the finish
line at which point you will place your
plow blade as close to the finish line
as possible without going past the line
(PASSING THE LINE IS A DQ); lowering
your plow, setting the brakes, and
sounding the horn to indicate you have
completed the course, at which time
there will be a final measurement taken,
distance from blade to finish line.

Fighting Fats, Oils & Grease!
APWA-WA’s PREFOG Sub-Committee Presents

THE NORTHWEST FOG FORUM
Greater Tacoma Convention & Trade Center · June 12, 2013
www.apwa-wa.org/chapter

sseivert@cityoftacoma.org
All content and original artwork © 2011 Goldstreet Design Agency, All Rights Reserved. Original illustrations developed in conjunction with the City of Bellevue.

Brought to you by:
Washington State Chapter
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Engineers Can Be Craftsmen!

Wooden it be neat to be as
talented as Don Huling?
Many of you who attended the Fall Conference and navigated
through the crowded hallways lined with exhibitors may have
seen a scale model of an older construction crane at the HWA
GeoSciences Inc. booth. “Pretty cool” was the general reaction.
“Totally amazing” is the reaction folks had when they found out
Don Huling, HWA Geotechnical Engineer, handcrafted the crane
out of 1500 hand-cut individual pieces of hardwood.
Don, in an email interview, noted that he
has been doing woodworking for some
six years, but that working with wood has
fascinated him since childhood. Growing
up in the Arlington area, he watched his
father and grandfather harvest timber
from their property to construct almost
anything they needed. It was not,
however, until their son, Grant, was born,
six years ago, that he was motivated to
start woodworking as a hobby. After a
few wooden toys for his son and a crib
for his daughter’s (Ashlyn) dolls, Don was
hooked. Most of the projects completed
over the years have been gifts for friends
and loved ones. Don feels that presenting
someone with a gift that is built with
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your own hands and personalized to
the recipient means much more to the
recipient. Over the years he has finished
several projects, from simple wooden
toys for Christmas gifts to a personalized
chess set as a wedding gift.
Even more amazing is that Don’s
current shop space is a five-foot by
10-foot portion of a non-heated and
non-insulated outbuilding next to the
house – definitely not an ideal place for
woodworking! This small area is jammed
with tools, including a table saw, scroll
saw, belt sander, and drill press. Given
the lack of climate control, the tools fall
in the price category of “cheap enough
not to care if they get ruined by moisture

and wide temperature swings.” The
tools generally tolerate adverse weather
conditions better than Don.
With two young children at home,
most woodworking happens either
before 4:00 a.m. or after 8:00 p.m. so
that Don has quality time with them.
Unfortunately, as he notes: “During the
winter these are the times that my shop
is generally below freezing. I don’t even
want to think about the number of hours
I have spent in front of a table saw with
the mercury reading below 32 degrees.
You would be amazed at the amount of
wind chill a table saw blade generates.”
He usually cuts and sands all the parts
in the shop and then assembles and

Click Here
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finishes them in the house. This allows
the parts to equilibrate to climatecontrolled conditions prior to assembly,
thereby avoiding cracking associated
with moisture changes in the wood.
The idea for the HWA crane on display
at the Davenport came to Don at the 2012
Spring Conference in Tulalip. He wanted
to build something that would allow HWA
to display business cards, collect business
cards for a drawing and – most important –
to share his passion with others. As Don’s
wife Lisa attests, the crane took 436 hours
from concept to completion. It consists of
well over 1500 individual pieces handcut from four by four hardwood planks
and other scraps. The tracks themselves
consist of 450 individual pieces. The
hardest part of the whole project, however,
was constructing the solider pile and
lagging wall for the base. Don notes: “I
have provided recommendations and
inspected numerous soldier pile and
lagging walls throughout my career. After
building one out of hardwood, I now have
an all new respect for the people that build
then in real life.” Approximately one-quarter
of the hardwood used for the crane was

Click Here
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acquired from scraps found in dumpsters of
local door and cabinetry shops. The crane
and its base were constructed with Birds
Eye Maple, African Mahogany, Walnut,
Cherry, and Sapele.
Don is working on plans for his next
project and in the (hopefully not too

distant) future hopes to build a new
shop that would allow expansion into
making furniture, cabinets, and other
larger projects. “However, for now I am
looking forward to continuing to work on
the smaller stuff and getting my winter
woodworking apparel ready.”
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Emerging Professionals Kick Off First Event

By Travis Dutton, Pierce County Public Works and Utilities

On a hot day in August, members of
the newly formed APWA-WA Emerging
Professionals (EP) group gathered
at a Seattle bar to get to know each
other, shoot some pool, and talk public
works. While the pool skills were not at
a professional level, the enthusiasm and
conversation were inspiring.
“The new members play different roles
in the world of public works: they are from
both the private and public sectors, and
work in areas ranging from engineering to
communications, from roads to sewers,”
said Caroline Barlow, EP member and engineer with Murray, Smith and Associates.
“But the focus is the same: we are proud
to be part of a public works organization,
and we are excited for new opportunities
to grow and learn.”
Since that kick-off meeting, the EP Committee has met several times to develop the
group further – creating mission and vision
statements, planning activities, and working
to promote the group. The group also took
its first tour of the South Park Bridge replacement project located in Seattle, Washington. Jill Marilley, past APWA-WA Chapter
President and current Region IX Director, led
EP Committee members on a tour of the

Karissa Barnes, Sam Fowler, Anne
Radford, Lauren Behm, Travis Dutton,
Ryan Tuomisto, Rachel Wiseman, Justin
Clark and Kyle Potuzak attending kick-off
networking event at Jillian’s Billiards.

half-completed bridge replacement project
over the Duwamish River.
“I had no idea what the inside of a
bridge pier looked like and I found it
fascinating!” said Amanda Ruksznis,
designer with Reid Middleton, Inc. and
EP member. “Jill was an excellent tour
guide as she was not only able to answer
all our questions, but also give us such
interesting information on the project.”
About emerging professionals
The EP group was created for those new
to the field of public works or new to a
role within their organization, as well as
students that plan to pursue a career in
public works. Through tours, mentoring
and educational opportunities, and
networking events, participants will gain
the knowledge and tools needed be an
effective member of the public works field.
“We hope to offer opportunities and
experiences that will help support an
innovative, diverse and sustainable public
work force,” said Barlow. “The new
members told us they want to learn
more about the public works field and
further develop their leadership and
technical skills.”

Caroline Barlow, Karissa Barnes, Amanda
Ruksznis, Lauren Behm, and Berl Eldridge
attending South Park Bridge Construction Tour.

Upcoming tours are in the works of an
under-construction wastewater treatment
plant and a solid waste management
system. The group also hopes to
collaborate with senior members within
APWA to offer seminars and questionand-answer sessions.
Participants do not have to be a
member of APWA to attend events.
The group hopes to offer opportunities
to fit members’ work schedules, and
plan events in different geographic
areas. At this time, the group is based
in western Washington, but the group
hopes to develop membership in central
and eastern Washington.
Learn more
The committee created a LinkedIn
page called “APWA Washington State
Chapter Emerging Professionals” to keep
members informed of upcoming activities.
The group also hopes APWA members
will encourage emerging professionals in
their organization to join.
To learn more about the EP group,
contact Caroline Barlow at barlowc@
msa-ep.com or Travis Dutton at tdutton@
co.pierce.wa.us.

APWA Region IX Director Jill Marilley serves a
tour guide for emerging professionals during
the South Park Bridge Construction Tour.

© TONY RODGERS

EVERETT OFFICE
425.252.9003
TACOMA OFFICE
253.627.1520
SPOKANE OFFICE
509.321.0340

Your Public Works Partner
www.msa-ep.com
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Solutions for Success

For more than thirty years, we have been keeping our
promise to provide quality construction management
services specifically tailored toward each client.
Project Management | Construction Management
Planning | Scheduling | Cost Estimating |
Constructability Review | Inspection

| Master

www.vanir.com • 425-577-0095
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Architecture

Water and Natural Resources

Engineering

Landscape Architecture

Planning
Survey

Dolarway Road Improvements
Ellensburg, WA

building

teams and
communities
ARCHITECTURE
BUILDING ENGINEERING
ENERGY
ENVIRONMENTAL
LAND DEVELOPMENT
SURVEYING
TRANSPORTATION
WATER RESOURCES

Centennial Trail Extension; Snohomish, WA
Everett

Kirkland

Vancouver

www.otak.com

RAW DATA IN. WISE DECISIONS OUT.

Make informed decisions and manage data wisely with MasterLinx™.
Contact Warren Kannarr at warrenk @ fjmartin.com or call 206.660.8642. Visit us online at mastermeter.com to learn more.
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Visit MasterMeterPromo.com to enter for your chance to win an iPad. Promo Code: WSPW1112W

Proud Member of NANA Family of Companies
100% Alaska Native Owned
800.375.4167 • whpacific.com
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Resources Available to Promote the
Public Works Profession and Your Organization
By April Smith, Senior Marketing Specialist, GeoEngineers, Inc.

With National Public Works Week
just a few short months away, the
Marketing and Public Works Outreach
(MPWO) Committee continues to make
headway on enhancing the resources
available to APWA-WA members and
their organizations. Two of our newest
tools accessible to members include
opportunities to advertise on the
APWA-WA website and reserve a public
works-focused booth display.
Kicking-off new
advertising opportunities
The MPWO Committee is excited to
announce a new online advertising
campaign. That’s right – APWA-WA
now has paperless advertising! The
APWA-WA website targets public works
professionals and is viewed regularly by
local, state-wide and national members,
which means great opportunities
for organizations to promote their
involvement in and service offerings to
the public works industry. Organizations
can enhance their exposure in the
industry by reserving a banner or
landing page advertisement space.
Ad space is limited so be the first

to sponsor by contacting the MPWO
Committee at www.apwa-wa.org.
Proceeds generated by sponsoring
ad space will be used to create a
community improvement grant that will
focus on giving back to Washington
communities. This grant will be awarded
to an agency or organization that
presents an achievable plan to make a
positive impact in a Washington State
community. Stay tuned to the APWA-WA
website for more details on how to apply
for this grant.
Highlighting the public
works industry at your next event
The MPWO Committee recently designed
an eye-catching display for APWA-WA
and its members to use during career
fairs, public works week, community
meetings and conferences. This display
defines public works services, identifies
the professionals in this industry, highlights
the importance of the engineering field and
invites members and non-members to get
involved in mentorship, conferences and
committees.
The versatile display also contains
interchangeable photo panels, enabling

members to select the images that
best align with their specific event.
When reserving the display, members
have the opportunity to select from 12
photo panels, ensuring that the booth is
specific to the event’s target audience.
For example, to draw in students during
career fairs, members can use the photo
panels that depict emerging professionals
working together in the public works
profession and educate students on
the variety of career opportunities in the
industry. Unveiled during the 2012 Fall
APWA-WA Conference, the display will
be exhibited during APWA-WA’s biannual
conferences. Available at no charge to
APWA-WA members, organizations will
soon be able to reserve the public works
display by submitting a reservation form
at www.apwa-wa.org.
The MPWO Committee meets monthly
to find ways that increase membership
and participation in APWA-WA, boost
public awareness of public works, and
encourage public works careers. If you
are interested in learning more about this
committee, contact any of the MPWO
Committee members listed on the
APWA-WA website.

Interchangeable panels enable APWA-WA members to create a display that targets their specific event.
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sOlutiOns tO
WOrk smArter

Ever feel like
marketing is a
BALANCING ACT?

Find your balance.
John Deere 7130 Utility Tractor & Alamo Maverick™ Boom Mower

stop in today to view our full lineup!
www.washingtontractor.com
Aberdeen (360) 533-6393 | ChehAlis (360) 748-9944 | ellensburg (509) 962-6801
lynden (360) 354-2186 | OlympiA (360) 491-2503 | pOulsbO (360) 930-0095
QuinCy (509) 787-4553 | sumner (253) 863-4436

proposal/content writing
interviews & presentations
business development
spanish translation

Qu e z a d a
Co n s u l t i n g

melissa t. quezada principal
206.371.1594
melissa@q-consulting.biz
q-consulting.biz

creative marketing solutions for professional services

A|E|C
www.hdrinc.com

Solutions
for Our Future

Corp. Headquarters
Seattle, WA
206.632.8020
Richland, WA
Portland, OR
Anchorage, AK
Fairbanks, AK
Sacramento, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Denver, CO
Saint Louis, MO
Jacksonville, FL
www.shannonwilson.com
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HDR is known for vision,
innovation, and the
determination to provide
excellent service to our
clients, communities, and
employees.

Integrated Services for
Public Works Projects
• Geotechnical / Seismic Engineering

• Geologic Hazard Evaluations
• Tunneling
• Instrumentation
• Construction Dewatering
• Hydrogeology
• Environmental Remediation
• Natural Resources
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Olympia | 360.570.4400
Bellevue | 425.450.6200
Edmonds | 425.744.7440
Spokane | 509.343.8500

Seattle | 206.826.4700
Gig Harbor | 253.858.5262
Pasco | 509.546.2040
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Curtin Creek Enhancement Area
Prepared by Clark County, Washington Public Works Engineering & Construction Division

T

he Curtin Creek Enhancement Area
(CCEA) is a valuable community asset
which provides habitat mitigation, restoration, flood reduction, and stormwater
management that benefits Curtin Creek in
the Salmon Creek watershed. Furthermore,
the area is a cornerstone for what eventually may be the Curtin Creek Greenway
connecting surrounding neighborhoods.
The concept for a multifunctional
facility arose from two county programs
working in the area to meet their respective needs. The Transportation Program
faced the difficult challenge of protecting
habitat and managing stormwater runoff
for the NE 72nd Avenue/St. Johns Road
improvement project. The Clean Water
Program was working to provide stormwater management in the developed
areas of the Salmon Creek watershed.
Rather than working separately, the two
programs recognized the overlapping
goals and worked together on a solution. The project faced many challenges,
including complicated hydraulic engineer-
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ing, property access, conflicting environmental agency direction and a need for
delivery in advance of two road projects.
Project objectives
Setting
The Curtin Creek Enhancement Area is
approximately 36 acres, making it one
of the largest wetland restoration and
mitigation sites in the region. It is bordered
on the north by the Clark County-owned
Chelatchie Prairie Railroad, and on the
south by NE 88th Street.
Curtin Creek is a low-gradient, mostly
channelized stream of fair quality. With few
pools and riffles, it sluggishly flows to the
north carrying not only surface runoff, but
also a significant amount of discharged
shallow groundwater. The water quality is
characterized by high amounts of dissolved
minerals and is clear and relatively cool, supporting significant rearing habitat for Salmon
Creek’s imperiled salmon and steelhead.
The watershed itself is quite wide
except where the creek nears its conflu-

ence with Salmon Creek. Watershed soils
are markedly different, ranging from sand
deposits in the higher elevations to large
areas of hydric soils classified as Semiahmoo Muck along creeks and floodplains.
The site had been a natural wetland
prior to the early 1900s when farmers
drained the land for crops and pasture.
This eliminated thousands of acres
of wetland complexes. With the land
no longer slowing and storing runoff,
high flows were instead carried directly
downstream and into Salmon Creek.
General project description
The primary goals of the project were
stormwater management for road
improvements and existing developed
areas, wetland and floodplain restoration,
riparian habitat enhancement, and water
quality improvement. Multiple goals were
met in a consolidated site allowing for
greater habitat connectivity, lower-cost
construction and long-term management
of the site.
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Prior to construction; view to the south.

After construction; view to the southeast.
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A regional facility concept supported
the multiple needs of the county’s
Transportation and Clean Water programs.
Two road-widening projects to the west
of the site presented difficult design
issues. Stormwater ponds draining 212
acres, including 18 acres of impervious
surface from NE 72nd Avenue and NE
St Johns Road, were located offsite in
the enhancement area to avoid further
impact to wetlands in the project
area. Runoff is transported from the
roadways approximately a half-mile to the
enhancement area where it is treated and
controlled prior to discharging to the creek.
About eight acres of wetlands and
riparian habitat were affected by the
roadway improvements. According to
federal, state and local laws, effects to
wetlands and riparian habitat need to
be mitigated. Replacing the function of
those habitats was accomplished within
the CCEA. About 27.5 acres of wetland
and habitat mitigation were provided in
the project area. The CCEA provides high
quality and functioning wetland habitat
in replacement of smaller disconnected
wetlands impacted by the roadway
widening projects.
The regional facility concept also
supported managing runoff from intensely
developed areas in the headwaters of
Curtin Creek to the south. The Curtin
Creek watershed area is about 10.5 square
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miles, of which about 4.5 square miles, or
about 40 percent, drains to the project site.
As an alternative to extensive retrofitting of
impervious areas, the regional approach
provides a central location using natural,
sustainable processes to remove pollutants
and control high flows, as well as to
provide habitat improvements.
A primary design goal from a watershed
hydrology standpoint was to increase the
overall water storage capacity in the Curtin
Creek Enhancement Area. This would
not only reduce runoff and attenuate high
flows. It also would retain runoff through
infiltration, improve water quality, minimize
downstream flooding and erosion, and
enhance the wetland function in that area.
Historic ditching had disconnected the
creek channel from the floodplain, and
the current elevation of the ground did not
allow for much water storage. Because
increasing the elevation of the creek bed
was not feasible, the underlying design
principle was to lower the floodplain
elevation, making land accessible to the
creek. The area was seeded with native
prairie grasses and later planted with
several thousand trees and shrubs.

Functionality solutions
The project’s goals included restoring the
area to the wetlands it used to be in the
early 1900s, before farmers created a ditch
for their needs. The straight-line ditch was
turned into a meandering channel, more
like a creek. The channel also lengthened
the creek. The lowered elevation of the
surrounding wetland reconnects the
water in the creek to its floodplain, so it
has greater flood storage capacity during
winter rains.
Funding and schedule
Completion of CCEA was critical for
managing stormwater runoff from the
adjacent multimillion-dollar road widening
projects. Short work windows for listed
salmon and steelhead, in addition to difficult
soils, created a brief summer season for
project completion, especially with the
huge amount of earthwork required. The
project faced the significant challenge of
balancing the interests of multiple permitting
agencies, as well as outside environmental
interest groups, while maintaining all of the
necessary functions within the CCEA. This
required a multi-year consultation process.

Contract completion
and related time extensions
The contractor was given a twomonth window to have a portion of the
stormwater facilities operational, allowing
for treatment of the two adjacent roadwidening projects. Timely completion as
well as a temporary treatment swale was
critical to the schedule of the dependent
road projects. The project had to be
phased to allow for construction of
stormwater ponds and the meandering
channel.
This required construction over two
seasons and two phases of diverting
the existing channel and fish salvage
operations. Even with the aggressive
schedule, the contractor met the
necessary interim milestones, as well
as the substantial completion date. A
separate planting contract was issued,
and the contractor planted the entire
site, 27.5 acres, in one season.
Construction schedule,
management, and control techniques
The limited timeframe and possibility
of early rains beginning in mid-October

Providing solutions for your
public works projects since 1969

Project setting prior to improvements; view to the north.
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Meandering channel, wildlife habitat, stormwater and floodplain
management; view to the southeast.

Geese using the site near adjacent homes; view to the west.

Crews braving a frozen pond to transport planting materials.

A crew works to remove a beaver dam downstream of the project site where
they would create blockages overnight.

required the contractor to schedule
his work as efficiently as possible. The
contractor did an exceptional job of
“planning the work and working the
plan,” resulting in minimal interruptions
to the project. Open, clear and timely
communication between the engineer,
inspectors and contractor allowed for field
issues, such as beaver dam impacts, to be
addressed in a prompt and timely manner.
The contractor’s use of GPS-guided
excavation equipment saved time and
also produced accurate results, which
were critical for balancing the needs for
stormwater storage area and floodplain
management.
Erosion control, channel protection
and SWPPP management were critical on
this project. The contractor complied with
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testing and monitoring, and turbidity was
not an issue.
The project had zero injuries per 1,000
man-hours worked.
Environmental considerations
and protections
The project had to comply with all
federal, state and local laws, rules and
regulations, and was subject to the State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA). Clark
County was responsible for ensuring
that all required federal, state, and local
permitting actions for the project were
obtained prior to emergency work or
permanent repair actions.
Field visits, review of the project site
using the county Geographic Information
System (GIS), discussions with county and

state regulators, and a review of regulation
requirements revealed the following permits
were required:
• Section 106 Consultation
Archaeological Analysis
• Army Corps of Engineers 404
Wetland Permit
• Endangered Species Act (ESA)
Biological Assessment/Biological
Opinion
• Clark County Habitat Permit
• Clark County Wetland Permit
• Department of Ecology (DOE) 401
Water Quality Certification
• Floodplain Permit
• Washington State Department of
Fish and Wildlife Hydraulic Project
Approval (HPA)
• State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA)
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Swale for temporary stormwater treatment for adjacent road widening
projects; view to the west.

• National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) Permit
The Curtin Creek Enhancement Area
will help lower the sedimentation rates in
Salmon Creek because it acts as a flood
storage area. Additionally, once plantings
are established the shade from the trees
will also aid to cool Curtin Creek as it flows
into Salmon Creek. This should improve
aquatic and riparian salmon habitat.
In addition to providing water quality
treatment and flood retention, CCEA
will attract various fish and wildlife to the
area. Woody material and root wads
have been added throughout the site.
This is the type of habitat that insects,
amphibians, reptiles and small mammals
need for survival. Thousands of trees and
shrubs, including willows, ash, oak and
cottonwood, were planted to provide
additional habitat features.

Channel meander construction; view to the south.

Community relations
Public outreach and involvement are integral
aspects of each project in Clark County
Public Works’ Engineering & Construction
Division. Public meetings were held over
several years to introduce the project team
to the residents and landowners adjacent to
the project area. Mailers were sent to keep
property owners, and residents aware of
the project schedule, including when the
contractor was hired and a construction
timeline established. The contractor and
construction inspectors often spoke with
residents and property owners about
daily tasks.
Public interest was high since the
enhancement area is next to hundreds of
residential backyards. To date, community
feedback has been positive. Residents
have remarked that there has been an
increase in birds, specifically Canada
Geese, using the site.

Unusual accomplishments under
adverse conditions
Restrictive site conditions, including
protected habitat, mucky soils and
short work windows, presented a
number of construction challenges
related to equipment access, control of
water, excavation, grading and material
hauling. Freezing conditions during the
planting phase also presented significant
issues for contractors. Frozen ground
and water challenged the installation
of thousands of plants in only a few
months.
Beavers were also a factor affecting
construction and operation of the site, as
they would dam the creek downstream,
affecting daily operations. Both Clark
County and the contractor worked to
counter beaver dam impacts; however,
the beavers remained busy throughout
the project.

PROBLEM. SOLVED.

Call or email for a demo
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Members’ Library
Continues to Add Content
The APWA Members’ Library continues to add educational and training content almost every week.

T

he Members’ Library offers an enormous amount of
educational and training materials on almost any topic of interest
in the public works profession. And, most importantly, all of this
training is free of charge to APWA members.
“Since education is our mission, we consider the Members’
Library to be one of the most significant benefits we can offer our
members,” said David Dancy, Director of Marketing for APWA.
Included in the offerings from the library are Click, Listen &
Learn programs, which are presentations made by an individual
or by a panel on a topic of interest from the broad field of public
works. Members can earn credit (either Continuing Education
Units or Professional Development Hours) by watching these
programs. What used to cost a firm, an agency or an individual
$175, is now free to members, and there is also no registration
fee for them.
The Members’ Library began offering this material free on
July 1. In the few months that have followed, more and more
members are taking advantage of the Library and APWA/CPWA
members have realized a significant increase in the value of their
membership.
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Since July 1, APWA/CPWA members have been able to
participate in live Click, Listen & Learn presentations, access
previously recorded Click, Listen & Learn programs, access
content from past International Public Works Congress and
Exposition sessions, read downloadable versions of select
books from the APWA Store and view select podcasts – all
without charge. They can track Continuing Education Units
and Professional Development Hour credits without an
administrative recording fee. Additionally, members are able
to access this content at any time, making scheduling and the
approval process no longer necessary.
Currently, 375 programs, representing hundreds of hours
of education, as well as some publications, are on the
website. Usually, at least one new item is added per week, so
interested members need to check the website on a regular
basis. Taking advantage of just one of the resources in the
24/7 online library more than pays for a one-year individual
membership.
For more information, contact your chapter leaders or call
APWA at 1-800-848-APWA (2792).
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History

Yakima: Railroaded and Restored

Bricked Yakima Avenue, circa 1910.
Photo courtesy U.W. Libraries, Special Collections.

W

hen the Northern Pacific arrived in Yakima City in 1884,
it extended the rail lines four miles further north and
moved the town there. The railroad’s offer of free town lots
to any Yakimanian who would follow created one of the great
sensations of western immigration. Most of Yakima City went
along, dragging their homes and businesses with them. At
sunset, the patrons of the town’s largest hotel, the Guilland
House, which lumbered north to North Yakima on log rollers,
were able to survey from their windows a subtly different scenery
than that which they had opened their shades to in the morning.
Within a month, about 100 buildings were moved. The railroad
station was set in the middle of Yakima Avenue, the new town’s
main street.

Industrial & Commercial Generator Systems

Yakima’s restored Northern Pacific Railroad Depot on North Front Street.
Photo by Mary Randlett.

Largest Independent Generator Dealer in the Northwest
Peace of mind. 24/7 knowledgeable service. Excellent support. That’s why Water and
Sewer Utilities who want to ensure that their pump stations are always up and running
rely on the trusted expertise of D Square Energy LLC.
Since 1990, D Square has focused exclusively on the sales and support of independent
generator systems. As your single-source for fully integrated design, engineering,
construction, and maintenance services, D Square is well-versed in what you need in a
generator, ensuring peace of mind during power outages and brown outs. That’s why
we exclusively sell a broad, scalable suite of reliable power products from Generac and
service all other generator systems. Give us a call, we’re anxious to earn your trust by
demonstrating the difference that reliability, quality and customer care can bring to your
next project.

24/7 Remote Monitoring & Soft Starts Available
Sales - Service - Parts - Design Solutions
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Pacific Northwest IDC
for Generac Power Systems
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For more information, contact Wendy Leinan
at 509-961-3793, wleinan@gmail.com or visit www.apwa-wa.org
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Pedestrian TrafFic Control
– Working Toward ADA Compliance
By Mike Roberts, PE, CCM
By now, you have probably heard about the American with
Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), and the recent focus on ADA
compliance as it applies to completed facilities (buildings, roads,
bridges, or anything providing access to pedestrians). A new draft
document is available to provide guidance to help you comply
with these ADA requirements entitled, The Proposed Right-ofWay Accessibility Guidelines (PROWAG), available at: http://
www.access-board.gov/prowac/alterations/guide.htm. The final
document should be available in the near future.
The PROWAG contains a lot of useful information on how to
best fit ADA requirements into the real world. It is an attempt to
recognize that the world is not flat and in some cases, minimum
slope or other requirements cannot be met.
When site constraints do not permit full compliance with ADA
requirements, the design engineer should prepare a Maximum
Extent Feasible (MEF) document to explain what is being done

Greg McDonald
Cell 503-348-5645
503-678-2981
macsafety@publicworkssupply.com

SUPPL
Y
Your One Stop Safety Shop
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10751 Oak Street #2
Donald, OR 97020
www.publicworkssupply.com

to mitigate the non-conformance. For a number of reasons, the
plans may not address site conditions that can result in a nonconforming ramp or sidewalk. In these instances, an MEF would
be prepared to note those areas found during construction.
The current WSDOT General Special Provisions contain
a number of ADA requirements that must be met during
construction. Some of these include:
• Safe and accessible route with a desired width of 5 feet, but
can be reduced to four feet as long as a 5’x5’ passing zone is
provided every 200 feet.
• Traffic control devices shall not intrude into the usable width of
the sidewalk.
• A detectable edge shall be used when channelizing a
pedestrian route.
Even during construction, compliance with the ADA is a
must. But what do you do if your facility does not have a defined
pedestrian route? As a general rule, as long as you are not making
the situation worse, providing some separation would be better
than nothing. For example, allowing pedestrians to utilize a paved
shoulder as route may be the best available option rather than
constructing a detour where space or right of way will not permit.
Developing plans and estimates is further complicated by
considering ADA requirements during construction. However,
understanding the use of the area, the volume of pedestrians,
if there are known individuals with disabilities in the area, etc. –
should all be used to determine how traffic control is addressed
on a project.
When developing your approach, it is important to consider
whether the work is short term or long term. Short-term work
may allow the use of flaggers or spotters to help shepherd
pedestrians through a work zone when setting up a more
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Fencing provides clear delineation of the pedestrian route, and maintenance
of the gravel surface provides a firm and smooth surface. The feet of the
fence should have been covered with a toe board.

Temporary paved pathway provides access through construction zone
with no edge hazards.

elaborate pedestrian access route is not reasonable. Setting up a
clearly defined route for pedestrians can save the cost of spotters
and improve site safety for longer-term work. In addition, should
there be individuals or businesses with special needs, performing
outreach prior to construction can help educate the public on the
anticipated work plan and help them understand what to expect.
Outreach can also provide valuable information about the users,
their patterns, and other needs they may have.
Much of this will also equate to added cost to the project.
As an example, utilizing tubular markers with yellow tape is
not sufficient, but it is what the contractors have to use. It will

be necessary for them to acquire additional devices that are
compliant with the ADA requirements. Some new materials
currently available include:
• Safety Rail – www.plasticsafety.com
• Pexco – www.davidsontraffic.com
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To provide better compliance to the ADA, owners, contractors,
designers, and construction management teams should educate
themselves and stay current on all ADA requirements. With this
education and awareness, projects will provide better access to all
users and reduce exposure for owners.
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By John W. Carpita, PE,
MRSC Public Works Consultant
Contact John Carpita, MRSC Public Works Consultant, if you
have any questions on these items or any other topics.
Email: jcarpita@mrsc.org or phone 206-625-1300

Traffic Flagging: Purchased Service or Contract?

Q

I am seeking clarification
on the statutory method of
procurement for a service contract I am
preparing for bid. We utilize a contractor
to supply flagging personnel to direct
traffic for our internal projects as well
as projects performed by our contract
construction crews.
The question I am seeking
clarification with: Is the work of traffic
flagging considered a purchased
service or a public works improvement

contract? In the past, when we have
solicited for this type of service, the
specification has been drafted as a
public works improvement project
and included the requirements for a
performance bond and retainage per
RCW 39.08. Over the past several
years, our contract flagging firm has
encountered difficulties obtaining the
performance bond. They are a local HUB
(Historically Underutilized Business) firm
and we have been very pleased with

“It appears to me that flagging services
would not meet the definition of public
works per RCW 39.04.010, as the flaggers
do not directly perform any construction,
alteration, repair or improvement.”
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their performance. Our contract requires
a performance bond at 25%, retainage
of 5% and provides annual phasing for
the work.
It appears to me that flagging
services would not meet the definition
of public works per RCW 39.04.010,
as the flaggers do not directly perform
any construction, alteration, repair or
improvement. The flaggers are, however,
on project sites where these types of
tasks are performed. I am aware of the
prevailing wage category requirements
for this trade, but am seeking clarification
on the statutory method of procurement
(public works or purchased service).
If advertised as a purchased service bid,
we would be allowed to maintain the
retainage, but remove the requirement for
the performance bond. Please respond as
promptly as you are able to do so.
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A

Talk about a contract that falls
between the cracks! On the
one hand, the flagging work is done in
conjunction with contracted work that
is definitely public works. On the other
hand, as you note, the actual work under
the flagging contract is a service and
they do not directly perform work under
a public works contract. L&I and SAO

have both said, in essence, “My, that is a
tough call,” but declined to make the call
without further research. To me, being
the pragmatic, “dirt” engineer that I am,
it is a purchased service and the only
requirements should be prevailing wages
and retainage (insurance is a given). I
can’t guarantee, of course, that the SAO
may have a different opinion come audit

time, but I think that given their hesitancy
on the issue, you can present a strong
case.
You could, of course, be conservative,
call it a public works contract, and limit
the contract to $35K tops, thereby
taking advantage of the limited public
works process and waive the bonding
requirement entirely.
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Contract Corner

By Ronald Leaders, Contract Solutions Group

Measured Mile Cumulative Impact Claims
P

ublic agencies frequently receive
contractor cumulative impact claims
on larger claims. Many contractor
associations provide regular training for
claim preparation, so public agencies can
expect to see more cumulative impact
claims in the future. These claims are
frequently presented with a measured
mile analysis. A measured mile analysis
compares productivity between different
work segments to quantify damages
caused by inefficiencies allegedly caused
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by public agencies and their consultants.
This article will provide guidance on how
public agencies can address measured
mile claims with a more confidence using a
comprehensive, cost-efficient approach.
Measured mile analysis limitations
A measured mile analysis is not
universally accepted as an appropriate
method to calculate impact damages
in all construction claims. Measured
mile claims are relatively easy to assert

by contractors, who can select work
segments based on known productivity
data which will enhance their loss of
productivity claims. The contractor’s ability
to subjectively select (cherry-pick) portions
of its work based on known productivity is
one of the major reasons measured mile
analyses have been questioned as reliable
methods for determining damages. This
potential misuse underscores the need
to carefully review and analyze each
measured mile claim.
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Cumulative impact damages
Contractor costs not directly related
to changed work or other equitable
adjustment events may be incurred
due to the disruption, inefficiency or
other impacts on other work not directly
related to the changed work or equitable
adjustment event. These indirect costs
relating to other work can be significant
on projects with extensive change or
disruption to the work as planned.
Examples of these indirect costs are:
• Stacking of trades
• Concurrent operations
• Reassignment of manpower
• Effect of changes during construction
• Dilution of supervision
• Crew size inefficiency
• Learning curve
• Overtime
• Season and weather change
These types of inefficiencies can
be subjective and difficult to measure
directly, so a measured mile approach
is often used to estimate the cumulative
impact of these indirect costs.
Public agency responses to a
measured mile claim
A typical measured mile claim may
include a substantial amount of
subjectively selected project data which
supports the contractor claim of high
losses of productivity. A measured mile
analysis should identify, isolate and

“A measured mile analysis needs to establish
a breach of an agency contract obligation.
Then, the breach must be linked to resulting
damages to establish causation.”
eliminate factors causing inefficiency,
which were the contractor’s responsibility.
However, we have observed analyses
which “assume away” these issues by
taking unsupported positions that the
selection of work segments eliminated
any contractor-caused inefficiency. The
underlying assumptions of any measured
mile analysis need to be evaluated
by knowledgeable public agency
representatives, to avoid giving excessive
credibility to a measured mile analysis
developed for negotiation purposes,
rather than as a good faith estimate of
actual damages.
A measured mile analysis needs to
establish a breach of an agency contract
obligation. Then, the breach must be
linked to resulting damages to establish
causation. Finally, the analysis must
use an accurate method of proofing
of damages resulting from the breach.
Many contractor claims fail due to the
lack of proof of causation or inadequate

proof of damages. Common challenges
to measured mile analyses available to
public agencies are summarized below:
Contractor causes of project
losses. Any measured mile analysis
should identify and exclude damages
or project losses caused by the
contractor. These losses can arise
from bid mistakes or inadequate
bid amounts. Other construction
inefficiencies which are the
responsibility of the contractor should
also be identified and excluded from
any damage calculation. This is often a
significant agency defense.
Breach of agency contractual
obligation. Measured mile analysis
often fails to establish that design issues
or underground conflicts breached any
contractual obligation. If the contract
anticipated some underground conflicts
and provided contractual remedies

w
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“Design changes made with sufficient
time to allow field crews to modify their
installation plans may not result in any
causal link to construction inefficiencies.”
for the conflicts (such as force account
payments), the contractor may not be able
to establish any breach.
Changes may not cause measureable
impact damages. Published empirical
data suggest that design changes
which represent less than 10 percent of
the original labor costs may not result
in any measureable impact damages.
These industry studies can be helpful in
disputing measured mile claims. Timing
of design changes is also important.
Design changes made with sufficient
time to allow field crews to modify their
installation plans may not result in any
causal link to construction inefficiencies.
Lack of causation. The measured mile
approach often fails to adequately link the
cause of damages to the actual damages
incurred. Contractors will often assert
that “hundreds” of design issues and

conflicts and other generalizations are
the sole cause of significant damages.
However, a public agency should require
the contractor establish a causal linkage
between specific design issues or
conflicts and resulting specific damages
or increased costs on both changed and
unchanged work. This lack of proof of
causation of damages is often a critical
flaw in many measured mile analyses.
Executed change orders and force
account work. The contractor may
have already been compensated for
indirect damages by change order
or force account payment. Agencies
should review contract and change order
language to determine if payment has
already been made for all direct and
indirect damages related to the change
or event. Force account work provisions
also often indicate that all costs are
intended to be included in the force
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account rates. Compensation under a
change order or force account without
any reservation of rights may bar any
further recovery of impact damages.
Notice of claim. Many public works
contracts, such as the WSDOT Standard
Specifications, require strict compliance
with prompt notice of a claim for
additional compensation. Contractors
frequently fail to provide prompt notice,
which may bar any contractor recovery.
Lack of discrete damage
documentation. Public agency
contracts typically outline very
specific procedures for documenting
and presenting claims for additional
compensation. These procedures usually
require a direct linkage between the
event causing the damages and the
actual damages resulting from the event.
This discrete damage proof requirement
generally does not permit a measured
mile analysis approach, unless the
contractor can justify why it cannot fulfill
the contract requirement for discrete
damage proof.
Selection of sample intervals. The
measured mile claim should provide an
explanation or rationale regarding how
the sample work intervals were selected
to confirm the samples measured were
representative of the overall actual work.
A selection process based on contractor
subjective judgment in selecting work
activities can result in unreliable results
with overstated damages. Extrapolation
of inefficiencies from sample work
intervals to other types of work need
additional justification from the contractor.
Size of sample intervals. The size of
each sample interval is also a variable
which should be addressed or explained
in the claim. The selection of longer work
segments is preferred because smaller
sample sizes can often produce a rate of
production which is neither sustainable
nor representative of the actual
production. Sample sizes which have
not been randomly selected presumably
involve subjective judgment with a
purpose of achieving a certain result from
the analysis.
Errors in field records. The quality of
any measured mile analysis depends

Click Here
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on the quality and accuracy of the data
utilized. The claim should authenticate
the data used or demonstrate that it is
an accurate recording of the installed
quantities and man hours incurred.
Inaccuracy of field data recorded by
contractor staff or lack of authentication
undermines the reliability of the measured
mile analysis offered by the contractor.

Conclusion
Measured mile claims may not be provided
as a good faith estimate of actual damages
incurred. Careful analysis is required to
determine the level of reliability which the
claim should receive. Some measured mile
claims may be developed by contractors
for quick negotiation of additional
compensation, relying on public agency
concern about costs of defense and

complexity of any analysis. This article was
developed to provide agencies with a costeffective method for working with staff and
representatives familiar with these types of
claims, to obtain an early evaluation of the
agency’s potential exposure to the claim.
Note: This article used material
contributed by Steve Amento of Amento
Group, Seattle.

Set-up and preparation costs not
considered. High production rates
often occur after preparation and setup activities are accomplished days
in advance of high production rate
work. Use of selected shorter sample
periods must consider the potential
impact of not including these set-up
and preparation times. Otherwise, the
sample will not achieve representative
measure of overall actual production.
A claim should confirm this factor
was considered, in order to avoid
exaggerated production levels which
were not sustainable or representative of
overall production.
Failure to consider easier and harder
portions of the work. Samples being
used should be comparable in terms
of average conditions of the actual
work. Use of easier work segments
to establish productivity losses can
exaggerate the potential impact
damages.
Variability of results based on
segment selection
In a recent measured mile claim defense,
a public agency performed an analysis
using different samples for the work to
test the reliability of the claim. The size
of each sample was comparable to
the size of those selected in the claim.
The intervals selected either directly
preceded or succeeded the intervals
used in the claim. Production rates
were calculated in the same manner as
calculated in the claim. The comparable
estimated impact was only 27 percent
of the claimed inefficiencies under the
contractor’s measured mile approach.
This analysis indicated a high variability
in results, depending on the subjective
selection of segments used in the
analysis. A measured mile analysis using
subjectively selected work segments
can lack reliability and credibility as a
measure for any damages.
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OSTROWSKI’S OUTLOOK

O

strowski’s
utlook LV

If everything has
gone according
to schedule,
according to schedule, you’re probably
reading this with just a few days
remaining before the end of the world.
What better way to spend your few
remaining minutes?
Of course, it’s also possible that
you don’t read all of your magazines
immediately after they arrive. In that
case, December 21 may have come and
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gone already and you know that the
world didn’t end.
That’s because there’s also a pretty
good chance that the world couldn’t
end on December 21. All of the end-ofthe-world predictions so far have proven
wrong. It’s one thing to predict the
winner of the Super Bowl or anything
else that has a 50-50 chance, but the

end of the world is something that
can be scientifically verified by almost
anyone if it doesn’t happen. It can also
be evaluated while the predictor is
still alive.
In the case of this latest prediction,
there are several problems that explain
why nobody has been making much of
a commotion about it.
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“Pull quote.”

“It’s human nature to believe in pie
in the sky and engage in groupthink.
If enough of us believe something bad is going
to happen, we’ll engage in groupthink
on that too. We’re sheep.”
• First, if the Mayans were such great
predictors of the future, why didn’t
they figure out how to save their own
civilization from collapse?
• Second, there was more than one
Mayan calendar, and one of them
was a perpetual calendar, which kind
of argues against the notion of the
world ending when the calendar runs
out. This one never runs out.
• Third, the whole thing is probably just
a big misunderstanding.
We shouldn’t be too critical of the
ancient Mayans, however. They were
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people just like us. That means they
weren’t very good at predicting things.
We aren’t either. Who saw the financial
crises coming a few years ago? There
were people who had an inkling that the
bubble was about to burst, but mostly
those people were ignored.
It’s human nature to believe in pie
in the sky and engage in groupthink.
If enough of us believe something bad
is going to happen, we’ll engage in
groupthink on that too. We’re sheep.
This has some interesting effects on
our strategic planning efforts. I’m pretty
sure that all of the cities that went in the

toilet as a result of the financial crisis
had strategic plans. They probably even
had many smart people involved in the
process. That’s the way governmental
strategic planning is done. Business
strategic plans are typically designed
to work. That means someone has
to check on the company’s ability to
actually implement the plan. If the plan
fails, the business could fail.
Government strategic plans are all
about inclusion. Everybody and their
brother get involved and everybody gets
what they want and the plans all wind
up looking pretty much the same. That’s
probably because as human beings, we
all want pretty much the same things.
The problem is that making everyone
happy leads to a watered down version
of the strategy. These exercises are
usually a process of processes to fill in
all the blanks.
Some agencies do a very good job
of this and come up with pretty good
plans and pretty good implementation
plans. What almost nobody does well is
the part that businesses have to do well
to survive. That part is the evaluation
of the agency’s ability to implement
the plan. You can tell when not much
has been done to evaluate the plan
if you look at the results a few years
later. Some agencies do such a good
job of tying it all together that you can
see their report cards online and notice
that they’re not really accomplishing
what they set out to. In a sense, they’ve
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decided to do the feasibility analysis
by just adopting the plan and seeing
what happens. If they use failure as a
learning experience, they might be able
to actually improve the plan next time.
I don’t think that actually happens either.
One reason it doesn’t happen is that
government just keeps rolling along and
nobody expects great things or even
success in meeting plan goals (unless
of course, those plan goals affect them
directly).
The other reason is that something
like the financial crisis comes along and
everybody throws up their arms and cuts
costs and gets all austere on us.
The usual explanation for such things
is that nobody could have seen this
coming. That may be, but my point is
that we don’t even try.
I recently came across a concept
in Thinking, Fast and Slow by Daniel
Kahneman that might be of some help.
The idea is to force critical thinking by
having someone who knows something
about the subject look into the future and
come up with a way in which the plan
has failed. Then the job of the appointed
cynics is to connect the dots and tell us
why the plan failed. That information is
then used to critique the plan to see if it
really is feasible.
The method actually calls for looking
ahead one year and then writing the story
of how we got to the failed condition. To
apply this technique to government plans,
we may need to look out a little farther
because it takes longer to see what failure
looks like in a system that doesn’t have a
bottom line.
This technique wasn’t developed for
strategic planning. It was developed to
test the validity of any major decision.
This pre-mortem analysis is important
because as we approach the conclusion
of the decision making process,
groupthink starts to take over and the
wisdom of the leader starts to become
unchallengeable. Any criticism of the
plan is viewed as disloyalty or negative
thinking. Suppressing doubt leads to
overconfidence and before you know
it we’re doing something we shouldn’t.
What the pre-mortem does is make
criticism legitimate. It even allows
supporters of the plan to open their
minds to possible flaws. I doubt if this
approach would have prevented major
layoffs and a few city bankruptcies; but it
might have. We’ll never know.
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My doubt is based on what I’ve
seen over the years as the power of
groupthink. Government is usually seen
as risk-averse, but if you think about
it, we jump into all sorts of crazy plans
with only a hope and a prayer. There are
doubters in every organization, but even
if they get heard, they don’t really get
heard. I know because I’ve been both
the listener and the doubter.
It’s even possible that if I’d done

a pre-mortem on this article, I wouldn’t
have written it or would have written
it differently. Of course, the approach
doesn’t apply in this case because a year
from now a failed article looks just like a
successful article. In addition, to write or
not to write isn’t a major decision.
As usual, comments, suggestions
and anything else can be sent to me at
ostrowj@pacifier.com Of course, if the
world has ended, there’s no point.
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Modular Wetland
Systems, Inc.

35

760-433-7640

www.modularwetlands.com

Murray, Smith
& Associates, Inc.

20

425-252-9003

www.msa-ep.com

Northwest Environmental
Training Center

4

425-270-3274

www.nwetc.org

Ag Enterprise Supply, Inc.

32

509-235-2006

www.agenterprise.com

APWA-WA PREFOG
Committee

17

253-502-2246

http://www.apwa-wa.org/chapter

Aspect Consulting
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206-780-9370

www.aspectconsulting.com

Collins Engineers, Inc.

42

206-682-2140

www.collinsengr.com
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David Evans & Assoc.

6

425-519-6500

www.deainc.com

Otak Inc

22

425-822-4446

www.otak.com

D Square Energy LLC

31

800-820-0162

www.d2energy.com

Owen Equipment

42

800-422-2059

www.owenequipment.com

Ditch Maintenance Services

40

360-219-7072

www.ditchmaintenance.com

PACE Engineers, Inc.

45

425-827-2014

www.paceengrs.com

EJ

39

800-626-4653

www.ejco.com

Parametrix

27

253 863-5128

www.parametrix.com

General Pacific, Inc.

46

503-257-0327

www.genpacwater.com

Precision Concrete Cutting

2

877-224-0025

www.safesidewalks.com

Global Diving & Salvage, Inc.

42

206-623-0621

www.gdiving.com

Public Works Supply, Inc.

34

503-678-2981

www.publicworkssupply.com

Gray & Osborne, Inc.

35

206-284-0860

www.g-o.com

Quezada Consulting

24

206-371-1594

www.quezadaconsulting.com

reclaimasphalt.com

29

866-754-0848

www.reclaimasphalt.com

RH2 Engineering

4

425-951-5400

www.rh2.com

Harper Houf Peterson
Righellis Inc.

32

503-221-1131

www.hhpr.com

Harris and Associates

48

425-453-0999

www.harris-assoc.com

HDR

24

425 450-6200

www.hdrinc.com

H.W. Lochner, Inc.

44

425-454-3160

www.hwlochner.com

JBR Environmental
Consultants

11

425-977-4994

www.jbrenv.com

KPFF Consulting Engineers

41

206-622-5822

Right of Way Assoc., Inc.

46

503-644-3436

www.rowainc.com

Shannon & Wilson, Inc.

24

206-632-8020

www.shannonwilson.com

Solid Waste Systems

21

800-892-7831

www.solidwastesystems.com

The Watershed Company

37

425-822-5242

www.watershedco.com

www.kpff.com

Tinnea & Associates, LLC

12

206-328-7872

www.tinnea.net

Unique Paving Materials,
Corporation

8

800-441-4880

www.uniquepavingmaterials.com

Vanir Construction
Management, Inc.

21

425-577-0095

www.vanir.com

KriStar Enterprises, Inc.

47

800-579-8819

www.kristar.com

Lakeside Industries

2

425-313-2681

www.lakesideind.com

Landau Associates, Inc.

37

800-552-5957

www.landauinc.com

Lucity

32

800-492-2468

www.lucity.com

Washington Tractor

24

253-863-4436

www.washingtontractor.com

Master Meter, Inc.

22

800-765-6518

www.mastermeter.com

21

800-465-7886

www.westernsystem.com

Meier Architecture
Engineering

Western Systems &
Fabrication

33

800-239-7589

www.meierinc.com

WHPacific, inc.

22

800-375-4167

www.whpacific.com
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Perk Filter
Media Filtration Device

Washington State
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Perk Filter systems are available in vault
(as shown at left), manhole, and catch
basin configurations. A variety of system
configurations are available.
• Improved Performance
• Superior Service
• Cost Savings
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